
Why is Real Estate Wholesaling 
Becoming Illegal?

Two: 
Only Market YOUR Deals.

Do NOT: Be too greedy, jack your prices up and hope you find 
somebody dumb enough to buy.

DO: Take care of your sellers, investors, buyers, etc. and have 
solid FAIR pricing that leaves a healthy profit for all.  Secret: be 
proactive and explain your pricing and their profit clearly. 

One: 
Always Disclose Everything... yes EVERY thing.
Do NOT: hide stuff from the investors/buyers hoping nobody 
notices red flags or fail to disclose them because you know 
they will be deal killers.

DO: Make sure everything is known and shared, all back taxes, 
liens/judgements, other debts, etc. NEVER let anybody be 
surprised by a title search.

Do NOT: When you see lazy, criminal, spamming, lying, bad 
actor wholesalers do NOT just walk away and be thankful they 
aren't scamming you, they are costing us ALL.

DO: Make sure that you speak up and you come across others 
using bad practices - let them know they are ruining it for 
EVERYONE and help them to see why & improve.  If we don't 
self police the government will... and SHOULD if we let it 
happen.
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Short Answer: The LCs are ruining it for everybody.

So here are FIVE things we can all 
start doing to make the world of 
real estate wholesaling better.

Do NOT: Take deals off the MLS, facebook or anywhere else 
that you see them and just market them for $10k more.

DO: Only market deals that you have a REAL legal right to 
promote and you know the math works for investors. 

Three:
Always do the MATH and Explain Pricing 

Do NOT: If you aren't seeing unreal levels laziness, spamming, 
lying, incompetence and outright stupidity in the world of 
wholesaling then you are illustrating it so STOP.

DO: You will be in situations where you have to do the job of 
others, correct work, pick up the slack, etc. so just do it with a 
smile and for your clients' best interest.

Four: 
Clean Up After Others... even if it isn't "fair".

Five: 
Speak Up When You See LC Stuff NO Silence.
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Remember:
Spamming is NOT marketing.


